Abstract. A class of hybrid systems that can be modeled by polynomial differential equations is investigated. By a hybrid system we mean a system which mixes continuous and discrete variables. All variables in the system have the same time scale, though. The polynomial models have the advantage that constructive methods are available for system analysis. One such method that occurs naturally in this context is so called comprehensive Grobner bases. In this paper we consider dynamical systems that involve some variables
The systems that we are interested in are described by logical conditions involving differential equations. The focus of our attention is on constructive methods for analysis and we will let this aspect influence the modeling. The control design problem is not addressed. The first class of hybrid systems we are considering is such that the dynamical variables are partitioned in a particularly simple way: the discrete variables are a subset of U and all latent variables z, are continuous. Example 1.1 Consider an electric circuit consisting of passive components and a number of switches, like the one in figure 1. If we pick some of the currents or voltages in the circuit to be the output y we may wish to determine exactly how the positions of the switches affect the dynamics of the y-variables, i.e. we do not wish a description that goes via the latent variables. In the circuit of figure 1 we could ask how the differential equation relating v and y depends on the positions of the switches 211 and u2. 
Y(t) = z2(t)
In the next few sections we will answer the question "What is the relation between the dynamical variables 1 1 1 , uz and y?" for this particular example. 0 We assume that the discrete variables constitute a . . , u , )~) .
A general system i n this class of lis can now be written
then k ( t ) = fJ(x(t),G(t)), (2) in the continuous time case, and If c(t) = (jl, . . . , j M )
in discrete time. ranges over all of FF and for cacli j
In both cases the multi-index j f j : R n + m -M -+Itn, h:R"+" + w (4) are some, possibly nonlinear, functions.
For the problems addressed in this paper there is only a small difference between continuous and discrete time systems, so we will mostly deal with differential equations.
Example 1.2 is particularly simple in that u1 only affects x1 and u2 only x2: the first component of f ( j l * j z ) only depends on j 1 and the second one only on j 2 . Some problems we will address are: 0 Can we eliminate the latent variables 5 1 , Q?
Is there an algorithm for such elimination?
Can we estimate the latent variables from measurements of the input and output variables (observability)?
For polynomial continuous and discrete time systems these questions are well understood and have been given rather satisfactory answers, see e.g. [5, 6, 8, 7, 11, 13, 211.
Before continuing the treatment of these questions for the particular class of hs defined, let us give a short comparison with previous work 011 hs and the difference between the present and other ones.
Firstly, in some of the previous work a large part of the difficult is that the time-scale is non-classical [16] . E.g. time may be a partially ordered set or we can have several simultaneous time scales. Secondly, the type of systems discussed here is quite simple. It is simpler than all those discussed in [l, 2, 14, 15, 17, 18).
In fact, in the terminology of (1) we are studying a spccial caw of a type A hyhritl system. Of course, simplcr systems allow for more powerful analysis tools.
For systems with a well defined physical barkground, bond graphs provide a powerful modeling tool. Lately the bond graph formalistn has been extended to a class of hybrid systems [19] .
The computational tool in this paper is a special kind of Grobner bases It should be noted that Grobner bases have been used earlier in connection with hybrid systems [IS], but to do multivalued logic, not in order to determine external behaviors We start by looking at the state elimination problem. Of course one solution is to do the elimination for each special case 6 E F:. However, this solution is unappealing in several ways: it corild lead to a combinatorial explosion (we have to make q M computations) and the structrirp of the systmn will prohably not show very well. It woiild he iiirer if WP could do it directly 011 the quations defining tlir system, e.g. i n example 1.2:
The system (5) looks "discontinuous" in the sense that we used braces when writing down its eqriations. Of course, it is continuous in U , the "discontinuity" consists in U taking values in a finite set. The system can be modeled as a polynomial nonliiiear system.
Algebrization
In this section and the next we describe methods for modeling and computing with a class of hs. The mathematical tools used come from commutative algebra and algebraic geometry. Knowledge about this kind of mathematics is not very wide-spread among engineers, but unfortunately there is not place enough here to recall the basics of this branch. Instead we refer to tlie excellent introductory textbook by Cox et al. [3] .
Example 2.1 Let us go back to the system in exaniple 1.2 for a while. Since u1,uz only take the values 0 and 1 it is not difficult to see that an equivalent set of equations is
If we expand these equations we get x,
i.e. a n ordinary state space description of a polynomial system. 
Then (9)
Using this, the polynomial system corresponding to (2) will be
then we can write this as
Let us now formalize the algebrization* procediire that translated equations (5) In our case we have a set of clauses of the type 'By algebrization we simply mean "making the system polynomial".
where L ( I P~~-~) are well defined, and the P2i-1 are xriiitiially exclusive, i.e. ,P3,F' 
Xor(Pl
we can write
since only one of L ( -P l ) , L(-P3), will be nonzero at a time. It's highly probable that the above discussion can be made more rigorous and succinct using model tlie-
The following theorem concludes the discussion Proof. An alternative formulation is that the coefficient of x in (10) does not dependend on U. Now, it can be proved in a straightforward manner that for every i . A conceptually more appealing proof is obtained by just noticing that P = C A i , , , ( u ) is a polynomial in ui that takes the value 1 for all ui E Fq.
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between polynomials of degree < q and polynomial functions 
State Elimination
After the algebtization we could proceed as suggested in e.g. 
where we used the notation 0
In the rest of the paper we will treat systems with only one output i.e. p = 0, so there is no harm in using subindices to denote time-derivatives of y.
Above we used the Fermat-relations uf E ui to simplify hz. If we allow the inputs t o vary, which is more natural in this application, we run into some formal problems, since this implies that the output will not be continuously differentiable, so one might object to our attempts of finding a differential equation for y. However, this situation arises already for ordinary linear systems if we allow the input to change step-wise, which is the normal assumption in sampled systems theory. In the case the input is not constant should look for weak solutions of the input-output equation, i.e. allow distributions etc.
These problems entirely disappear if we consider discrete time systems, of course.
Note that in our example all the Lie-derivatives are linear in the xi, since h , f l , f p are. The next step is now to find a dependency relation between the polynomials representing yo, y1, y2, i.e. we wish to find a nontrivial polynomial P with coefficients in k(u1, v2), such that P(y0, y1, y2) = 0. The existence of such a polynomial is guaranteed by the following theorem: Proof. This follows immediately from tlie fact the the transcendence degree of IC(z1, . . . , 5,) over I( is 5 n with equality iff z l , . . . , z, , are algebraically dependent over K .
0
To actually determine the dependency relation one could IISC elirnination theory, e.g. Grobner bases, to eliminate the z-variables in the polynomial ideal in the ring k[yo, . . . , yn,x,u], i.e. yo, . . . , y, are variables and ho, . . . , h, are polynomials in z, U . In order to take into account that u1, . . . , U M E Fp we add the Fermat-relations to (3 , : If the hi are linear in x, as they are in example 1.2, the polynomial P will he linear in y, so it is a little overkill to URC ideal theory and Grobiier bases in that case, we could just use linear algebra. But there is ai1 interesting additional problem here, more interesting than the first oiie: Do we get the same thing if we assign values to u1,uz first and then eliminate x as zf we do it in the other order? 
Luckily the first element of GI is y1 + yo under this substitution. The point is that the situation could be even worse: GI might not be a gb any more, after
It seems that ordinary Grijbner bases are not iiiformative enough when it comes to solving the latent variable elimination problem for this class of hs. Instead we will have to turn our attention to a more powerful tool: comprehensive Griibner bases.
4

Specializations ancl Comprehensive Grobner Bases
To understand what a comprehensive Grobner basis is, we have to make a deviation on specializations.
Recall that a k-specialization is a ring-homomorphism Note that G is required to be finite, a s opposecl to usual gb. This means that tlie existence of cgb does not follow from the existence of gb, but in 1221 it is proved that every ideal in R has a cgb, and an algorithm for computing cgb is described. Implementations of the cgb algorithm have been made e.g. in the computer algebra systems Axiom and SAC-2. It is also showed that the concept is not trivial, i.e. there are gb that are not cgb. A sufficient condition for a gb to be a cgb is derived in 1121.
What we need for the application above is cgb, so that the gb is preserved under every specialization of the discrete variables. Our main result is 
A gb for (3 h is plus Fermat-relations. Note that due to the Fermat relation, the ideal is not prime. Now we see that xz is always observable, 51 is observable iff 111 is zero, etc.
It is not guaranteed that Gz is a cgb for 0 ; (the algorithm in [22] hasn't been implemented yet by the author) , but r:lesrly it c*ontains more information thaa GI in (20) . 
Conclusions and Extensions
We have considered the latent variable elimination problem for a class of hs. The first step in our approach is to translate logical conditions to polynomial equations. The discrete variables are assumed to be input variables. When eliminating the latent variables we get some specialization problems, which naturally lead to comprehensive gb. The main message is: If we model hs as polynomial systems we have access to algorithmic tools fore.g. observability, and compIeh"rivc Grobrier bases enter quite naturally.
The next step in this preliminary study will be to use the techniques described 0 1 1 it11 application example. It is also tempting to try and generalize thr tools presented here to a wider class of hybrid systems, most importantly such with logical conditions involving latent variables
